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The Chandra X-ray Observatory is the best 
X-ray imaging telescope ever built. 

The image below is a color composite of the 
supernova remnant £0102-72. The Chandra 
X-ray image is shown in blue. Green is a 
Hubble Space Telescope optical image; red 
is a radio image from the Australia 
Telescope Compact Array. 
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A star explodes, blowing its contents into interstellar space. At its core, a black hole may 
form. Or maybe a neutron star or white dwarf, dep ending on the size of the original stal: 
Over the next million years, a new star may form ji'om the leftover gas. The ever-changing 
Universe is the ultimate recycler. NA SA's Cosmic Journeys is a set of missions that will 
explore the Universe's many mysteries. 



What is the 
Universe 
made of, and 
what is its 
fate? Gravity 
is at the heart 
of these most 
basic 
questions of 
our humanity. 

Our Cosmic Journeys 

We are embarking upon a cosmic journey. From the safety of our home planet Earth, 
scientists plan to explore the very limits of the known Universe. Our travel will take 
us to where space and time cease to exist as we know them, and to where the secrets of 
the past and future lie captured in the tarlight of the present across an expanse of 
billions of light-years. 

Cosmic Journeys, a new series of NASA space science missions, will take u to 
the limit of gravity, space, and time. This virtual journey will use the power of resolution 
far greater than what CULTent tele copes can muster to transport us to the rim of a black 
hole, to eagle-eye views of the galaxies and voids that pervade the Universe, and to the 
earliest moments of time, j ust fractions of a econd after the Big Bang. 

The goal of our Cosmic Journeys is to solve the mystery of gravity, a force that is 
all around us but cannot be seen. If you have ever lipped on a wet floor or had your 
favorite coop of ice cream tumble over your cone, then you have come face to face 
with gravity. This is the force that keeps us pinned to the Earth, no matter if we live in 
Norway or Australia. Indeed, the Space Shuttle require huge rocket boosters just to 
escape the Earth 's gravity. And even in orbit, the Space Shuttle still feels the Earth's 
pull. 

Gravity acts from here to the 
edge of the U niverse, affecting all 
that is seen a nd mu ch of what 
remain un seen. Thi fo rce can 
never be completely removed from 
an environment, unlike sound or 
lig ht waves. Even in the "zero 
gravity" of space, there i till the 
force of gravity th at ca nn o t be 
avoided or screened-a force that 
always attracts, never repels. We 
clearly understand what gravity 
does, but we do not fundamentally 
know how it does it. Yet it i this 
force that holds the answers to the 
mo t basi c qu es tio ns of o ur 
human i ty, suc h as What is th e 
Universe made of, how does it grow, 
and what is its fate? 

Grav i ty has p uzzled th e 
greatest minds of the past century. 
Albert Einstein described gravity in 
a revolutionary way in his Theory 
of General Relativity, which says 
that ma distorts pace and time to 
produce the force of gravity. A black 
hole is an extreme example of mass 
warping space- time. Einstein also 
predicted that gravity propagates in 
waves, ju t like light. These would 
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be ripples in the fabric of space that move at the speed oflight. Gravity may be associated 
with a particle, called the graviton. If so, gravity may be similar to the other fu ndamental 
force of nature. 

The difficulty is that gravity doesn't fit into what scienti sts call the Standard Model, 
which describe the behavior of light and subatomic particles. We do not have one 
model that can de cribe everythi ng in the U niverse. Instead, we have two theories: 
General Relativity and Quantum Phy ic . General Relati vity accounts for gravity, the 
fo rce that acts across large scales. Quantum Physic , part of the Standard Model, 
describes the behavior of the other three fundamental forces: electromagnetism, weak 
forces ( een in radioactive decay), and strong fo rces (holding subatomic particles 
together). These force act over small scales. 

Einstein spent most of his life trying to make things simpler, to fi nd laws of phys ic 
more general than known before and to unite gravity with electromagnetism. Today, 
we may be very close to merging these concepts of Quantu m Physics and General 
Relati vity into the "Theory of Everything," a unified theory that predicts the behavior 
of all matter and energy in all situations. Such a theory would be a windfall for cience, 
likely leading to pectacular technological advancements that we cannot even begin to 
imagine. Gravity i the secret ingredient in this endeavor. So we must move beyond 
the Standard Model to reach our goal. 

Moving beyond the Standard Model requires us to in ve tigate the connection 
between General Relativity and Quantum Phy ic . Do these two theories meet in the 
earliest moments after the Big Bang, when the size of the newly fo rmed, ultra-hot 
Universe was confi ned to quantum (very small ) scales possi bly described by quantum 
gravity? The an wer may lie at 10-44 second after the Big Bang, when the Universe 
visible to us today was only 10-33 cm wide and when gravity-confined within what 
phy ici t call the Planck scale-played a role equal to the other fo rces. Also, is General 
Relativity the ultimate theory of gravity in the Uni verse? Do black holes , predicted by 
General Relati vity, truly exist? Or are these black holes that f ill the Universe some 
different type of phenomenon? 

ASA's Co mic Journeys eeks to answer these questions by using the Universe 
as a laboratory to probe the most extreme environment of gravity and temperature and 
the earli e t moments of time. These environments exist for us to vi it today in the 
vicini ty of black holes, 
where gravity is king; in 
the early Universe, where 
space was hot and dense 
enough to perhaps unite 
gravi ty with th e other 
three fundamental forces; 
and on a universal scale, 
where the gravity of dark 
matter shape galaxies 
and clusters of galaxie 
in to wall s a nd vo id. 
T hu s, our Cosmi c 
Journ ey , in pur uit of 
gra vity, wi ll take us to 
these regio ns of th e 
Universe. 

Image Credit: 1. Bergeron/Sky & Telescope 

Gravity is king! 
It is so powerful 
that in the 
regzon near a 
spinning black 
hole, it can 
actually drag 
around the 
framework of 
space itself. 



We are very 
close to a 
Theory of 
Everything, 
which would 
unite Quantum 
Physics with 
General 
Relativity and 
likely lead to 
spectacular 
technological 
advancements 
that are 
unimaginable 
today. 

Journey to a Black H ole 

owhere i gravity greater than in the region around a bl ack hole. The e object exert 
a gravitational force so great that not even a beam of light can escape their pull. 

There are two main types of black holes: the tellar black hole and the uperma sive 
black hole. A tellar black hole is a massive star that ran out of fuel. Without fuel , the 
core of the tar collapse and the outer shell explodes into space. We can often see this 
explo ion a a beautiful upernova remnant. The collap ed core becomes the stellar 
black hole, an infi nitely den e object. A uperma ive black hole lie in the core of 
perhap all ga laxies, including our own. Th i type of black hole is up to a billion times 
more massive than the stellar va riety, and we do not know how it forms . Cosmic 
Journey mi ions concentrate mo tl y on the more poweJiul, upermas ive variety. 

Although bl ack holes emit no light, we can still ee the action around them. Their 
intense gravitational fields pull in surrounding matter, perhaps from a nearby star or 
from interstellar gas floati ng free ly. Thi transfer of ga piraling toward the black 
hole, called accretion, is amazingly bright in many wavelengths of light. Once light 
cro ses the boundary of a black hole, called the event horizon, it is lost forever. The 
light we see, therefore, has escaped that final plunge. Other particle are not 0 lucky. 

The Hubble Space Telescope and the Chandra X-ray Observatory are finding that 
black holes are everywhere-alone in empty pace, in the heart of normal galaxies, 
and in the chassis of powerful qu a ar . Both of the e telescopes are producing superb 
image of a variety of objects and phenomena, each one showing gravity hard at work. 
Hubble and Chandra, which co llect optical and X-ray li ght respectively, are like 
spaceships transporting us to the world of black holes. They have taken us to the 
ballpark; we have a ta te of the excitement. Now we want to get front-row seats. That 
is , we want to get close enough to actuaJIy take a picture of the black hole itself, beyond 
the accretion disk. This is a central Cosmic Journey goal. 

A direct image of gravity at it extreme will be of fundamental importance to 
Physics. Yet imaging a black hole requires a million times improvement over Chandra. 
That's a big tep. 

Over the nex t 20 year, the Cosmjc Journeys missions will take u clo er and 
clo er to a black hole though the power of resolution. Each ucce sive mi ion wi ll 
further us in our journey by 10- or lOG-fo ld increases in resolution, step by tep a we 

approach our goal of zooming 
in a million time clo er. And 
each stop along the way will 
bring u new under tandings of 
the nature of matter and energy. 

GLAST is a gamma-ray 
ob ervatory mission that will 
observe jet of particles that 

Imaging a black hole 
will be of fundamental 
importance to physics. 

Image Credit: CXCIA. Hobart 
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shoot away in opposite regions 
from a superm as ive bl ack 
hole at near the speed of light. 
We do not fully understand 
how a black hole, which is 
known for pulling matter in, 
ca n generate high-speed jets 
that stretch out for billion of 
miles. Galaxies that harbor 
black holes with ajet aimed in 
our direction are called blazars, 
as oppo ed to quasars , which 
have their jets aimed in other 
directions. GLAST, up to SO 
times more se n i ti ve than 
prevlOu ga mm a-ray 
observatories, wi ll stare down 
the barrel of the e jet in 
blazars to unlock the 
mechani sm of how the 
enigmatic jets form. 

Constellation-X achieves its superior 
resolution by pooling the resources of four 
X-ray satellites orbiting in unison into one 
massive X-ray telescope. 

The Constellation-X mission will probe the inner disk of matter swirling into a 
black hole, using spectroscopy to journey 1,000 times closer than any other mission 
before it. With uch resolution, Constellation-X will be able to measure the mass and 
pin of black holes, two key properties. Tms X-ray mission will al 0 map the distortions 

of space-time predicted by Einstein . Constellation-X draw it uperior resolution by 
pooling the resources of fo ur X-ray satellites orbiting in uni son into one massive X-ray 
telescope. 

The ARISE mission will produce radio-wave images from the base of supermassi ve 
black hole jets with resolution 100,000 time harper than Hubble's. Such unprecedented 



A million tim.es more powerful 
than Hubble and Chandra, 
MAXIM will capture a direct 
image of a black hole. 

Simulated MAXIM Image 

re olu tion can reveal how black holes 
are fed and how jets are created. ARISE 
will attain thi resolution through 
interferometry. Thi technique is used 
today with land-based radio telescope. 
Smaller radio telescope spread out on 

land-perhaps one mile apart-can work 
together to generate a single, huge radio 

telescope with the collecting power of a one-mile radio dish . ARISE will utilize one 
large radio tele cope in space with many other radio telescope on Earth, bringing what 
is now a land-based technology to new heights. 

Closer and closer we will travel through resolution. The MAXIM mi sion, a 
million times more powerfu l than Chandra, will capture a direct image of a black hole. 
MAXIM wi ll be another interfero metry mission, with many smaller component 
positioned in a deep Earth orbit to foc us X-ray photons onto a detector. X-ray 
interferometry, an emerging technology, has the poten tial to resolve the event horizon 
of a supermassive black hole in the nucleus of a nearby galaxy and at the center of our 
galaxy. This is eq ui valent to resolving a feature the size of a din ner plate on the surface 
of the Sun. With MAXIM, we will be able to ee light and matter plunging acro the 
event horizon. We will also see up clo e how gravity di torts light and how time come 
to a virtual stand till at the event horizon. 

Gravitational wave antennae, a new type of probe ... 

There is another window to the Universe, different from light waves, through 
which we can see the deepest, most du t-enshrouded sources of strong gravity. LISAis 
a mission that will probe the Uni verse through the detection of gravitational waves. 
These wave come from the violent motions of mas ive objects, uch as black hole . 

Gravitational waves can pierce through regions of space that light cannot shine 
through, for matter does not absorb these wave . As such, LISA can detect black hole 
activity buried wi thin the dust and ga that other types of tele copes cannot see. With 
gravitational wave unimpeded by even the foggiest patche of the Universe, LISA 
will detect far more binary black hole than any sateWte that will come before it. The e 
are upermas ive black holes in colliding galaxies or massive stellar black holes orbiting 
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LISA 'wiLl search 
for gravitational 
waves emitted from 
merging black 
holes 

each other. As the orbits slowly break down , 
the black holes move closer and closer to each 
other, creating larger and larger gravitational 
waves as they piral together. Finally, the 
black hol es coalesce in a tre me ndou s 
ou tpouring of energy. 

Like a shjp floating on the ocean, LISA 
will detect the subtle waves that "rock" its grav itational antennae, moving them less 
than 100 times the width of an atom over a distance of fi ve million kilometers. LISA 
compri e three satellites orbiting the Sun in the form of a triangle connected by laser 
beams. The beams will measure the change in distance between atellites caused by a 
gravitational wave. LISA will specifically detect low-frequency gravitational waves 
and wi ll thu complement ground-based gravitati onal wave detector now being buil t, 
which detect higher-frequency waves. The lower-freq uency waves would be those 
waves produced by massive, coalescing black holes, as opposed to merging neutron 
tar , whjte dwarfs, and smaller black holes . 

Journey Through Dark Matter 

Over 90% of the matter in the Universe is in a form we cannot ee with any type of 
telescope. This so-called "dark matter" rrught be composed of exotic particles that do 
not readily interact with our detectors on Earth, perhaps invisible matter that is all 
around us everyday. We simply don't know. The nature of dark matter, in fact, is one 
of astronomy's greate t mysteries. A obel Prize is likely the award fo r the clever 
oul who can figure it out ! 

If we can't see dark matter, you rrught ask, how do we know its there... and in 
such abundance? Basicall y, we can feel it. All matter exerts grav ity; dark matter is no 
exception. In the same way that the Earth's gravity keeps us safely on the ground and 
the Sun's gravity controls the orbits of the planets, gravitational influence of ubiquitou 
dark matter is respon ible for the very shape of the Universe. This i particularly 
evident over large scale . We know, for example, that there is not enough vis ible mass 
in clusters of galaxies to hold all the contents together. There mu t be the additional 
mass of abundant dark matter forrrung the glue. 

One of the great accomplishments of the la t decade was creating models of the 
structure of the Universe with supercomputers. These models essentially place the 
Universe in a box, starting from the early Universe and expanding to the modem era. 



Dark matter is not evenly di persed through the Universe. In tead, it forms a 
cosmic web, with galaxy clusters at the intersection of long chain of galaxies, all 
separated by voids of apparent empty space. The gravity of the dark matter is the force 
behind this structure. 

The Universe started as a dense, ultra-hot bundle of subatomic particles. Slight 
density fluctuations gave way to the large-scale structure we ee today. As the Universe 
expanded-cooling and heating once again- dark matter collapsed under the force of 
gravity. Ordinary matter followed this dark matter. 
Denser regions of dark matter attracted 
greater amounts of ordinary matter. If 
dark matter i the web of structure, 
then ordinary matter-in the form 
of stars and galaxie -are the flies 
caught on the web. 

NASA's COBE mi ion 
searched for and found den sity 
fluctuatio n in the early Universe. 
These fl uctuation were reflected as 
temperature diffe rences in th e cosmic 
microwave background. This low-energy 
radiation formed around 300,000 year after 
the Big Bang. Supercomputer models of the 
Uni verse build upon the COBE data , 
extrapolating thro ugh time to reveal the 
cosmic web of the modern era. The high- and 
low-density regions we see with COBE are 

The cosmic microwave background 
radiation is a remnant of the Big Bang 
and the fluctuations are the imprint of 
density contrast in the early Universe. 

essentially the walls and voids we see today. 
Although we cannot see the dark matter that infl uences the structure of the 

Universe, we can trace it in several ways in hopes of understanding its nature. Two 
Cosmic Journeys mission , MAP and Planck, will probe the microwave background 
with even greater resolution than COBE did. These missions will harpen supercomputer 
models by placing greater constrains on density fluctuations , by determining the shape 
of the Universe, and by establishing the ratio of ordinary matter to dark matter. 

Another key component to understanding dark matter will be solving the mystery 
of the mi ing baryons. More mysterious matter? Yes, it's true. A tated before, over 
90 percent of all matter is dark matter. Of the remaining 10 percent, most of this is 
missing! This type of matter is called baryonic, the ordinary stuff we see everyday 
composed of proton , neutrons and electron . Hydrogen i an example of baryonic 
matter. Large amounts ofbaryonic matter were formed in the Big Bang and are seen in 
the early, distant Universe in the spectra of light from quasars as it passes through 
clouds of hydrogen, known as the lyman alpha forest. This matter seems to have 
di appeared, however, from our local Universe. Finding it will lead u to the location 
and distribution of dark matter. 

Con tellation-X will search for the missing baryons trapped in the channels of 
dark matter that connect galaxy clusters, the large t known structures in the Univer e. 
In the early Universe, we see much more hydrogen than we do today because the 
hydrogen was cold. Clouds of cold hydrogen absorb light that pa ses through it. We 
can "see" the hydrogen clouds by vi rtue of the light that can't get through. The more 
hydrogen, the less light that passes through. As the Universe grew older, more stars 
began to "tum on," adding more heat to galaxy clusters and warming up the hydrogen. 
The gas also shock-heated as it collapsed with the force of gravity. Hot hydrogen is 
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The Cosmic Web 

harder to see. Light pas e through it without being absorbed a much as when it was 
colder. 

Constellation-X will instead look for ab orpti on line from oxygen and other 
element heavier than hydrogen. These element, which constitute perhaps onl y 1 
percent of the miss ing baryons, tells us how much hydrogen is out there. These 
ab orption li nes are very faint, though. Hubble has seen traces of one type of oxygen 
isotope. Con tellation-X wiLl be en itive enough to detect fa int absorption lines from 
several isotopes of everal different elements, providing tighter constraint in calculating 
the total amount of mi sing hydrogen. Also, in region where hydrogen is hot enough 
to glow in X-ray, Con telJation-X will observe emi ion lines from hydrogen gas . So, 
by looking for ab orption line from e lements heavier than hydrogen, Constell ation-X 
will e entially "X-ray" the tructure of the Universe. Also, through a search fo r X-ray 
emi sion line, called an X-ray sur ey, we will have an unbia ed way of f inding dark 
matter potential over a wide range of red hift and ma e. 

Albeit Ein tein's work al 0 play into the dark matter earch. General Relativity 
predict that matter (and the gravity it produces) di tort light. We have seen the way 
light bends as it pas e by galaxy clusters and black holes, two ources of great 
gravitational force. The gravity of dark matter should also di tort light, albeit more 
subtly. 

Work is underway to search for the effects of gravitational lensing, or the bending 
of light, produced by dark matter. Thi s involves the careful analys is of li ght from very 
di tant galaxie fo r evidence of di tortion a the li ght pa es though intervening regions 
of dark matter. To observers, the light from di tant spherical objects is pulled by grav ity 
into ellipti cal hapes, an effect known a co mic shear. By analyzi ng the cosmic shear 
produced in thousand of ga]axie , we can determine the distribution of dark matter 
over large region of the ky-a powerful tool to test the fo undations of cosmology. 

The GLAST mission takes a different approach. GLAST will search for dark 
matter by observing the gamma ray produced in the interactions of certain exotic 
particles-matter yet to be observed in nature but predicted by scientist . Some theori sts 
believe that WIMP, weakly interacting ma ive particles, are major contributors to 
dark matter. WIMPs may have fo rmed in the early Univer e and may now res ide in 
dark matter halos that sUITound galax ies. GLAST will be en itive enough to detect 
the gamma ray produced when WIMPs collide. In thi way, GLAST u es the Uni verse 
a a laboratory to determine if the e exotic particles truly exi t in nature. 



Cosmic 
Journeys will 
search for 
signs of "dark 
energy" 
responsible for 
driving 
galaxies 
farther and 
farther apart 
at an ever-. . 
zncreaszng 
rate. 

Simulation of weak gravitational 
lensing by dark matter. 

Hubble image of gravitational lens 
in galaxy cluster 0024+ 1654 

The type of dark matter and their amounts are key factors in determining the 
structure of the Univer e as well as its fate-whether it will coll apse or expand fo rever. 
Scienti ts classify dark matter into "co ld" and "hot." An example of co ld dark matter 
would be WIMPs and axions. An example of hot dark matter is the neutrino, a particle 
similar to an electron but with zero change and very little mass. Neutrinos have been 
detected, namely by the Super-Kamiokande neutri no detector in Japan. 

Hot dark matter moves quickly and i Ie s gravitationa ll y bound co mpared to the 
cold variety. An abundance of hot dark matter would lead to an evenl y dispersed 
universe. And abundance of co ld dark matter, in contrast, would produce a c lumpy 
univer e. Its stronger gravitational potential leads to matter congregating about it. The 
evidence avai lab le to u today point to a universe with more co ld dark matter than hot 
dark matter. Thus, we see a clumpy universe, but one that di tributes its clumpiness . 
The co ll ap e of dark matter created this 
tructure, with galaxies and hot gas trapped 

like flies in a pider' web . 
Evidence i mounting that the Unjverse 

will expand forever. The bigge t di covery 
of recent year is that the expansion rate of 
the Univer e appear to be accelerating. The 
mo t distant galaxies are moving farther and 
farther apart at an ever-increasing speed. 
What i driving thi acceleration? ot 
gravity. Gravity hould act to low the Neutrino seen by Super-Kamiokande 
expansion rate. If the Un iver e is truly 
accelerating, then there might be an 
unknown form of energy that counters the work of gravity. Thl is called "dark energy." 

Solving the my tery of dark energy involve in vestigating the underlying conditions 
that point to the existence of dark energy. amely, we must know the amount of matter 
in the Universe, both ordinary and dark matter, and the rate of its expansion over time. 
The Co mic Journey mi sions will accomp li h thi by teaming up to take an inventory 
of the Universe acro many wavelengths. 
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Journey to the Beginning of Time 

How was the Univer e formed? The leading model i ca lled the Big Bang Theory. 
This model says that a ll the matter and radiation that we see today originated at a finite 
time in the past-a singularity that looked like what we wou ld expect to see in the 
center of a black hole ! Phy icists and astronomers want to journey back to as close to 
thi time as pbysically po ible. 

What happened in the fir t econd after the Big Bang i as important as the bi ll ions 
of year that have followed . During this time, temperatures were 0 hot that matter and 
radiation a we see them today cou ld not exi t. What did ex ist, perhaps, were the many 
theorized particle that physici t hunt for today. Al 0, such hi gh temperatures may 
have allowed grav ity to merge with the other three forces. 

Traditionally, phys icists have u ed giant, earthbound particle accelerators to 
reproduce the heat and environment of the early Univer e. So far they have reprod uced 
an environment imil ar to when the Un iverse wa a ten-billionth of a econd o ld, a 
period called the electro-weak era when electromagneti m and weak forces became 
di tingui hable. By "journeying" to this era , phy icist howed that these two forces 
are two aspect of the ame phenomenon. Our goa l i to peer back even far ther in time 
when the U ni verse wa far younger than even a trillionth of a trillionth of a second old . 

Journeyi ng back, we hope to see the inflation era, the Grand U nified Theory (GUT) 
era, and the peculative uper tring era-all occurring in the fi rst fraction of a second 
after the Big Bang and all cruci al to our unders tanding of physics beyond the Standard 
Model. During the inflation era, a 10-32 second after the Big Bang, the Univer e grew 
trillions of trilli ons of time larger in a mere thou andth of a second. T hi theorized 
rapid-expan ion period explains the breadth of the Universe we ee today. In the GUT 
era, when the U ni ver e wa onl y a 10-35 second o ld , the trong force wa united with the 
e lectro-weak. GUT tand for grand unif ied theories, because three of the four 
fundamental force were united and quantum grav ity may have ex i ted. In the 
uperstring era at 10-+1 econd, all force may have been indi tingui hab le. Thi i a 

period called Planck time, the earlie t time on whi ch phy ici t can speculate . 
We will likely never be ab le to reproduce env ironments as ociated with these 

era in the early Un iverse on Earth with particle accelerato r . We can, however, use the 
ni ver e as a laboratory and j ourney back in time. The MAP and Pl anck mi s ions are 

our "time machines." These sate llites will detect the cosmic mjcrowave background, 
rad iation produced from when the Univer e was onl y 300,000 year o ld , before a ll 
other form of light. And they will 
do 0 with much greater angul ar and 
pectral re olution than any mi sion 

that ha come before, fro m the COBE 
atell ite in 1990 to ba ll oo n-borne 

expe rim e nts in 2000. Sli g ht 
temperat ure differences in thi 
mi crowave radiation reflect den ity 
difference from when the U ni ver e 
was Ie than a 10-25 econd o ld. Thi 

OWL will monitor huge regions of the 
Earth 's atmosphere for cosmic ray activity. 
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It is here, in the 
earliest epoch 
of the Universe, 
that the four 
fundamental 
forces merge 
and quantum 
gravity may be 
important. 
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ACCESS in position 
on the International 
Space Station. 

places us at the end of the 
inflation era. MAP and Planck 
will, in fact, provide the first 
solid te t of the infl a ti o n 
theory. 

You wouldn 't think we 
could travel fa rther back in 
time than that, but we plan to. 
The CMBPOL mis ion wi ll 
also observe the co mic microwave background , only it will search fo r the polarization 
of the microwave radiation , not temperature. Inflation would produce gravitational 
wave, which could be detected via the unique polari zation pattern they inscribe upon 
the co mic microwave background. With CMBPOL, we journey to the beginning of 
the inflation era, at 10.32 second, closer yet to the secrets he ld in the GUT era. 

A mis ion to follow LISA will directly detect grav itati onal radi ation from thi s 
peliod of inflation. The mission in volves two independent grav itati onal wave antennae 
tuned to a wave period one econd long, where the Uni verse is quiet in aU other forms 
of gravitational radiation. These gravitational wave, relics from the Big Bang, fill the 
Universe now, only they are too ubtle to detect with our current technology. 

A tomic fossils also tell tales ... 

The OWL mi ion may also probe the inflation era with its detecti on of rare, 
high-energy cosmic ray. The e cosmic rays are ubatomic particles mov ing so fa t 
that they pos e s more energy than cientists thought was possible. The cosmic ray 
had to be produced in the local U niver e, for any known particle farther than 150 milli on 
light-years would have 10 t energy on the long journey to Earth by colliding with the 
co mic microwave background radiation. Yet we do not know of anything that close 
that could produce uch an energetic particle. It 's a Catch 22. 

Some cienti ts believe that the highe t-en ergy cosmi c rays co me fro m the 
annihilation of topological defect formed during the inflation era. But they may al 0 

come from nearby upermassive black holes or even neutron stars. We could tell which 
if we had a large sample of these cosmic rays . The 
highest-energy particle , however, are very rare
striking once per square kilometer per century. As such, 
no more than a few have been identi fied with ground
ba ed detectors. OWL will employ a new type of 
technology to monitor huge regio n of the Earth's 
atmosphere for cosmi c-ray activity by looking down 
from space, not up . When the hi ghest-energy particles 
enter the atmosphere, they produce a fa int light that 

ACCESS will collect medium-energy cosmic rays, which 
likely originate in star explosions such as SN 1006. 
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OWL will detect. OWL hopes to identify hundreds of these mysteri ous partic les each 
year with the goal of identifying their origin. T hey could indeed point to a yet
undiscovered phenomenon. 

Co mic ray are li ke fo il s from the Uni ver e, and ASA has everal Cos mic 
Journey missio n that wi ll collect them. T he ACCESS mission will s it on the 
International Space Station to collect a full range of medium-energy cosmic ray, from 
hydrogen to bismuth. These cosmic rays are less energeti c than the ones OWL will 
earch for, and ACCESS will mea ure them directly in a box-shaped cosmi c ray detector. 

ACCESS will he lp determine where the e mysterious cosmjc rays come from, what 
they are made of, and how they were accelerated to uch high peeds. These co mic 
ray likely originate in remnant of star explo ion 

Cosmic Connections 

NA A won't be alone in it Cosmic Journeys. The space agency will work hand-in
hand with the ationa] cience Foundation ( SF) and the Department of Energy (DOE). 
The partner hip now being forged, called "Connection: From Quarks to the Cosmo ," 
hope to bring together phy ici t , a tronomer and other prafe ional who have 
traditionally worked independently. 

The SF and DOE conduct major re earch project involving particle accelerators 
and underground particle detector; ground-ba ed observations of ul tra-hi gh energy 
COSI1UC rays, high-energy gamma rays, dark matter and dark energy; large- cale sky 
urvey in nUcrowave, radio and optical wavelength ; paced-based observati ons of 

cosnUc rays and gamma ray; and theory and computer simulation work. 
Underground detectors search for neutri no and rel ic of dark matter. The NSF

and DOE-supported Super-Kamiokande neutrino detecto r, for example, i a 50,000-
ton tank of ultra-pure water buried nearly one kilometer underground in Japan. eutrino 
are elementary particle omewhat like electron, only they have zero charge and hardl y 
any ma . Many believe that neutrino contribute to ome of the dark matter mentioned 
earlier in thi booklet. Other earth-ba ed 
detector aim to directly detect the dark 
matter that may be all around u . The e 
include WIMP and axion detector. 
Axion , theoretica l exotic particles 
thought to contribute to dark matter, may 
bur t into detectable nUcrowaves when 
they encounter very trong magnetic 
field. 

Particle accelerator are Ll ed to 
produce dark matter particle , discover 
new forces, and understand the ba i of 
why we see more matter than an timatter 
in the Univer e. Two DOE- upported 

The Super-Kam,iokande neutrino detector is 
a 50,000-ton tank of ultra-pure water buried 
nearly one kilometer underground in Japan 
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Aerial view of the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center (SLAC). 

total that is greater than the sum of its parts. 

accelerators are at the Fermi National 
Accelerator Laboratory outside of 
Chicago and the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center, operated by 
Stanford University. Particle 
acce lerators have revea led the 
substructure of the nucleu of an atom. 
Accele rators work by colliding 
particles, suc h as lead or hydrogen 
protons, which generate high energies 
and imulate the conditions of the first 
moments after the Big Bang when the 
Uni ver e was a hot soup of subatomic 
particles. 

The Connection among NASA, 
NSF and DOE will urely generate a 

The Cosmic Journeys Missions 

Ours is a Cosmic Journey inspired by gravity and propelled by re ol ution. Each Cosmic 
Journeys mission will tran port us closer to a black hole, closer to the invisible gases 
the percolate between stars and galaxies, closer to the very beginning of time. We will 
leave no star unturned. We will place the Uni verse under tight surveillance, examining 
both the mass ive and minute-from merging galaxies ripping apart stars to atomic 
particles shooting through pectacular accelerator the size of the Milky Way. These 
phenomena, dictated by gravity, hold the secrets about the birth of the Universe, its 
fate, and all the swirling and glowing that goes on in between. 

We are on the verge of major breakthroughs based on connecting particle physics, 
gravity and cosmology. As with previous advances in fundamental physics, this new 
program may yield "Nobel Prize" discoveries ... and perhaps even more dranlatic Cosmic 
Journeys! Here are a few of the Cosmic Journeys missions either approved or under 
consideration by NASA. 

Approved Missions: 

MAP 

The Microwave Ani otropy Probe will produce an accurate full-sky map 
of the co mic microwave background with high sensitivity and angular 
resolution. By measuring temperature fluctuations in this microwave light 
that bathes the Universe, MAP will provide insight to the nature of 
gravity, dark matter, and the early growth and ultimate fate of the 
Universe. 
(http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/) 

Swift 

Swift is a mid-size satellite mission that will detect gamma ray bur ts and "swiftly" 
(within a minute) point its UV/optical and X-ray tele cope at the burst, while at the 
same time relay the information to other satelli te and telescopes so that they too can 
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ob erve the bursts. Swift needs to act quickl y, because these bur ts-the most powerful 
event known in the U niverse other than the Big Bang- are bri ghtest during the first 
few seconds and fade away forever after a few days. Gamma-ray bursts occlir randomly 
from all directions; thei.r origin i not known. In between bursts, Swift will be busy 
studying upermassive black holes. 
(http://swift.gsjc.nasa.gov/) 

GLAST 

The Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope will measure the most energetic 
form of light in the Uni verse, called gamma rays. One of GLAST's many 

target will be black hole jets, particle accelerators in pace far 
more powerful than anything we can build on Earth. GLAST will 
study the mechanism of these jets as well as search fo r clues to 

the nature of dark matter. 
(http://giast.gsjc.nasa.gov/) 

FIRST 

The Far InfraRed and Submillimetre Telescope is a cornerstone mission of the 
E uropean Space Agency (ESA) that will probe a poorly studied regio n of the 
electromagnetic band. FIRST will prov ide in ight to galaxy formation, the life cycle 
of energy and matter, and gravity at work in the early Uni verse. 
(http://astro.estec.esa.ni/) 

Planck 

Planck, named after German scientist and obel Prize winner Max Planck, wiJ1 
probe the cos mic microwave background with greater accuracy than MAP. Planck is 
an ESA mission that will launch with FIRST. 
(http://astro.estec.esa.n//) 

Missions Under Formulation: 

ACCESS 

The Advanced Co mic-ray Composition Experiment for the Space Station is a 
cosmic ray detector to be launched and attached to the In ternational Space Station in 
2006 to help u understand the origin , variety, di stribution and life span of elementary 
particles in our gaJaxy. 
(http://Zheawww.gsjc.nasa.gov/ACCESS/) 

Constellation-X 

Con tellati on-X i a next-generation X-ray telescope mission that will investigate 
black holes, Einstein's Theory of General Relati vi ty, galax y formation, the evol u li on of 
the Universe on the large t scale , the recycling of matter and energy, and the nature of 
dark matter. The Constellati on-X spectro copy mi ss ion entail s fo ur moderate-sized 
telescope orbiting and observing in uni son, combining to yield the collecting power of 
one giant telescope. 
(http://constellation.gsjc.nasa.govl) 
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LISA 

The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna will observe gravitational wave from 
very mas ive black holes fo und in the centers of many ga lax ies. Gravitational waves 
are one of the fundamental building blocks of our theoretical pi cture of the unj verse, 
yet they have not been observed. The LISA mission wi ll can ist of three spacecraft 
fo rmi ng an eq uilateral triangle wi th a di stance of fi ve rnilli on kilometers between any 
two pacecraft. Gravitational wave pass ing through the solar system wi ll generate 
mall changes in the di stance between the spacecraft. 

(http://lisa.jpl.nasa.goy/) 

Proposed Mission Concepts: 

HSI 

The High-resolution Spectroscopy Mi sion will study the highe t-energy X-rays 
with unprecedented sensitivity, address ing fundamental questions on the ori gin of heavy 
element and bl ack holes. HSI wi ll provide the close t look yet at distant quasar and 
nearby black holes and neutron tars. 

MAXIM Pathfinder 

MAXIM Pathfinder, part of the Micro Arcsecond X-ray Imaging Mission program, 
will test vi ionary technology as well a carry out important c ientif ic objectives. Thi 
m1ssion, as the name implies, serve as a pathf inder towards the ultimate goal of imaging 
a black hole, which will be accomplished by the MAXIM mi sion itself. MAXIM 
Pathfi nder will be about 10,000 times more ensitive than Chandra, and will bring us 
ever closer to the di ks and jets a sociated with black holes. 
(http://maxim.gsjc.llasa.goy/) 

MAXIM 

The Micro Arcsecond X-ray Imag ing Mis ion will image a black ho le, a primary 
goal of ASA's Cosmic Journeys and Office of Space Science. MAXIM must be a 
mill ion time more sensiti ve than Chandra to accomplish thi . A direct image of gravity 
at its ex treme will be of fundam ental importance to Phy ics. MAXIM' unsurpassed 
resolution-equivalent to reso lving a feature the ize of a di nner plate on the surface of 
the Sun-will yield untold di coveri es and tremendou ly improve our under tanding 
of a multitude of co mic source. 
(http://maxim.gsjc.nasa.goy/) 

EXIST 

The Energeti c X-ray Imaging Survey Telescope wi ll collect the highest energy 
X-ray photon from sources such a neutron tars, galactic black holes, dust-enshrouded 
supermassive bl ack hole and regio ns of l1ucleosynthesis. EXIST wi ll complement 
HSI, a hard X-ray spectroscopy mis ion and may sit on the International Space Stati on. 
http://exist.gsjc.nasa.goy/ 
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ARISE 

The Advanced Radio Interferometry between Space and Earth comprises one (or 
possibly two) 25-meter radio telescopes in highly elliptical Earth orbit in conjunction 
with a large number of radio telescopes on the grou nd. Using the technique of 
interferometry, which pools together many smaller telescopes into one powerful 
telescope, ARISE will have the re olution needed to zoom in on the ba e of a black 
hole jet to ee how matter is fed into a black hole and how these jets of particles form. 
(http://ariseJpl.nasa.gov/) 

CMPBOL 

The Cosmic Microwave Background Polarization Experiment is a follow-up to 
the MAP and Planck missions, this time measuring the polarization of microwave 
radiation produced by the Big Bang, instead of temperature differences in that radiation. 
This mission tests the theory of inflation, which state that the early Universe grew 
trillion of time larger in only a thousandth of a econd, perhaps at 10-35 second after 
the Big Bang. If the inflation theory is true, CMBPOL would be able to detect 
cosmological backgrou nd gravitational waves produced by this era. CMBPOL can 
also discriminate between competing models for how the earliest galaxies and 
supermassive black holes formed. 

OWL 

OWL, short for Orbiting Wide-angle Light-collector , will detect the highest energy 
cosmic rays. The origi n of these energetic particles is a mystery: The particles must 
have originated somewhere close (ISO million light-years), for particles from distant 
sources would lose energy on the way to Earth. Yet nothing that we know of close to 
Earth could produce such energetic particles. OWL, comprising two satellites which 
observe the Earth' atmosphere from above, may also tell us about the conditions of the 
Universe when it was only trillionths of trillionths of a second old. 
(http://lheawww.gs!c.nasa.gov/docs/gamcosray/hecr!owCnew.html) 
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For more information about Cosmic Journeys, visit our website at http://journeys.gsf c.nasa.govl 

Other sites of interest: 

NASA IS Structure and Evolution of the Universe theme: http://universe.gsfc .nasa.gov/ 

Imagine the Universe (an educational site with lesson plans, grades 9-14): http://imagine.gsf c. nasa.gov/ 

StarChild (an educational site for younger astronomers, grades K-8): http://starchild.gsf c.nasa.gov/ 

SEU Educational Forum: http://cfa-www.harvard.edulseuforuml 




